Motivation Check – Introduction
The underlying Motivation Check is a tool used in the Sense of Self Method (SoS) to create more self-awareness. The forms that are presented in this section of the HySoS website are for
download purposes for the following people:
Those of you who have read (or are reading) the book, Healthy Sense of Self, how to be true to yourself and make your world a better place by Antoinetta Vogels; those of you who are involved
in doing the Online Course “Do you have what it takes to be yourself?”
If you understand your Motivation, you have a key to understanding yourself. WHY do you do WHAT you do, or avoid doing some things – often at all cost? If you understand what you
are actually after, you come closer to seeing the whole picture of yourself.
On the surface we think we know what makes us get up in the morning but surprisingly, deeply hidden underneath that surface of our conscious awareness, there can be a whole world of
motivations at work that so far we have no idea of. By figuring out what your ultimate goals are, you get to know yourself thoroughly and learn what you are all about. Self-knowledge is
power! Knowing yourself fully will enable you to make smart decisions from which others also benefit.
Questioning your Motivation is a way to find out whether you have a Natural Sense of Self or are dependent on a Substitute Sense of Self for your Self-experience. With the help of the
forms below you’ll shed more light in the dark corners of your subconscious motivations, thus getting more of a true understanding of WHY you do WHAT you do.
These checklists will be more understandable and useful after you have spent some time reading about the Healthy Sense of Self Method so you are familiar with the concepts. Please refer
to the Glossary (https://healthysenseofself.com/glossary) if you want to refresh your memory about any term. If these checklists make no sense to you at all, we suggest you read and learn
more about the Method and then return here later.
Please study the first and second charts thoroughly so you get a sense of the categories of each concept in the header. The third and fourth charts are blank forms for you to print out and
fill in yourself.
The sequence in these lists gives a clear outline of how, through the pattern of Indirect Motivation, a Vehicle is used to work on improving those conditions which form our EgoReferences, with the goal of accomplishing our Hidden Agenda, which will take us on our way to our (ultimate) Hidden Goal.
The first form describes what the concepts Vehicle, Ego-Reference, Hidden Agenda and Hidden Goal mean or represent.
The second form lists examples of types of activity or behavior they cover.
The third form gives an idea of the difference in physical experiences and in flow between a Direct Motivation and an Indirect Motivation.
The fourth form is to be filled in by you with what you might use as Vehicle and what would be your Ego-References and Hidden Agenda, and personal Hidden Goal?
So the first three forms are for general understanding, and the fourth one is the most important for your own growth process. Here you have a chance to write down what you can
presently detect within you, about what might be your own Vehicle, Ego-References, Hidden Agenda. This will help you learn to identify your Motivation Pattern; is it Direct or Indirect?
Knowing that is a great help in self-assessing whether you have a Healthy Sense of Self or whether you are without it. In case you are without it, the Motivation Check also helps to find
out what, if not your Self, your ultimate drive is and what that means in your life.
You might want to make more than one blank copy of these last two charts, because as you learn more about yourself through introspecting, you will become increasingly clear about
what to write here. Therefore, filling out a new copy of the chart every few weeks is a good idea.

Understanding and adjusting your Motivation is necessary to developing and maintaining health and a reasonable degree of happiness.
“A Healthy Sense of Self is the backbone to the human psyche. Without it a person skips his/her own life all together.”

Concepts Related to Indirect Motivation
The motive for doing or avoiding something is not what it appears to be; instead, the
motive is to accomplish your Hidden Agenda and ultimately your Hidden Goal, which
leads to a temporary emotional state that is the substitute for a lasting sense of being a
“real” person.

INDIRECT
MOTIVATION

Hidden Goal
Feeling

Ego-Reference

Hidden Agenda

Tension
Trepidation
Eagerness
Over- excited
Butterflies
Terror
Frenzy
Hurried
Controlling
Phobic

Action, behaviour,
or attitude
under continuos
improvement and
based on ECSS; a
means to realize the
Hidden Agenda and
ultimately the Hidden
Goal.

To meet the norm that
is perceived as the
standard the caregiver
uses to
“approve” of the child’s
presence (mistaken for
acknowledgment).

Vehicle

Everyday (QoL)
action or behavior
that serves as a
means to show
off improvements
that should lead to
approval.

LEGEND
Fgas: “Feel-good-about-self”
QoL: Quality-of-Life
SSoS: Substitute Sense of Self
ECSS: Early Childhood Survival Strategy

and/or

Fgas as a
SSoS
Hidden Goal
To change the
perception of what
is seen as Self (SSoS)
by refuting certain
negative beliefs
and/or

Fgas as a SSoS
A derivative of the
Hidden Goal and
emotional result
within the person’s
own system.

Examples of Concepts of Indirect Motivation
INDIRECT
MOTIVATION

The motive for doing or avoiding something is not what it appears to be; instead, the
motive is to accomplish your Hidden Agenda and ultimately your Hidden Goal, which
leads to a temporary emotional state that is the substitute for a lasting sense of being a
“real” person.

Hidden Goal
Feeling

Ego-Reference

and/or

Vehicle

Hidden Agenda

Fgas as a
SSoS

Tension

Being OK

Trepidation

Having your act together

Paying a visit to

Eagerness

Looking good

Sending a card to

Over-excited

Sleeping well

Helping in any way

Butterflies

Not creating problems

Being/becoming a musician

Hidden Goal
– Being taken
seriously
– Being
acknowledged
– Feeling respected
– Sense of “belonging”
– Feeling accepted
– Feeling “seen” or “heard”

Terror

Being “special”

Being/becoming a doctor

and/or

Frenzy

Being “intelligent”

Educating/raising your children

Hurried

Being on time

Going to concerts

Controlling

Being a good host

Washing your car

Phobic

Being a good parent

Fgas as a SSoS
– Fgas Mentally and
Emotionally
– Feeling “allowed to be”
(based on achievment or
performance)
– Feeling like “I am OK now”
(based on achievement or
performance)
– “I am off the hook for now”
– “They have no reason to
pick on me now”
– “I am safe”

Perform tasks
to maximum quality

Household or job related things

LEGEND
Fgas: “Feel-good-about-self”
SSoS: Substitute Sense of Self

Motivation Check

Feeling

EgoReference

Hidden
Agenda

Vehicle

Hidden
Goal
and/or

Fgas as a
SSoS

Direct

calm
grounded

none

none

none

none

tension
trepidation
eagerness
over-excited
butterflies

Wich one
from your list?

Wich one
from your list?

What daily
activity/action?

How do you
need to feel?
(dependent
on outcome)

Motivation
Indirect

Conclusion

I feel
because
I perform

Which EgoReference?

What Hidden
Agenda?

in order to
SHOW OFF

which
vehicle

using
in order to
realize

What Hidden
Goal?

Hidden Goal
and/or

Fgas as a
SSoS

Identified Patterns of My Indirect Motivation

Feeling

Ego-Reference

Hidden Agenda

Vehicle

HiddenGoal
and/or

Fgas as a SSoS

